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Do bond investors demand credit quality or liquidity?  The answer is both,

but at different times and for different reasons. Using data on the Euro-area

government bond market, which features a unique negative correlation

between credit quality and liquidity across countries, we show that the bulk

of sovereign yield spreads is explained by differences in credit quality,

though liquidity plays a nontrivial role, especially for low credit risk

countries and during times of heightened market uncertainty. In contrast,

the destination of large flows into the bond market is determined almost

exclusively by liquidity. We conclude that credit quality matters for bond

valuation but that, in times of market stress, investors chase liquidity, not

credit quality.
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The qualit y of  ECN and Nasdaq market  maker quot es, a wine fest ival is held in t he est at e
Museum Georgikon, t he same measurement  consist ent ly.
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